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The employment contract is defined as follows in
Article 7:610 of the DCC:
‘A contract of employment is a contract whereby one party, the
employee, undertakes to perform work in the service of the other
party, the employer, for remuneration during a given period.’
• Mandatory provision. If the relationship between the parties
satisfies the elements of this definition – remuneration, work,
and an authority relationship – then an employment agreement
exists between the parties.
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The employer in Dutch labour law
The employer is the owner or operator of the business in which the
employee performs the work. This is the party at whose risk and
expense it is whether the wage paid to the employee is in proportion
to the proceeds of the work he or she has performed and, for that
reason, exercises authority over the work performed by the
employee.
• Nuance: over the past two decades the contractual arrangements
made between the parties have started to play a more important
role in the legal qualification of the employment agreement and
the legal employer
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Digital platforms
‘A new business model that uses technology to connect people,
organizations and resources in an interactive ecosystem in which
amazing amounts of value can be created and exchanged.’
(Parker, Van Alstyne en Choudary 2016).
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Digital platforms differ from one another…
Al deze partijen zijn afhankelijk van de verschillende services die
grotere platforms kunnen leveren, zoals grote hoeveelheden
gebruikers, gedetailleerde data over deze gebruikers,
identificatieservices, serverruimte en distributie van producten en
diensten.
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Case Aslam & Farrar v Uber BV & others
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When does a digital platform qualify as an
employer in the Netherlands and when not?
• In my opinion this will depend on the extent to which the
digital platform is steering through an algorithm and/or in
imposing and protecting ‘its’ product.
so:

• to what extent does the digital platform determine the price
and does it give the worker some freedom to deviate from
this
• low rating by customer / user does not lead to ‘deactivation’
of the worker, but only to a lower probability of work / gigs.
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Platformization and employment law protection =
problem?
• Will a lot of ‘permanent work’ of employees evaporate in the
future as a result of the rise of digital platforms in all economic
sectors?

• Can these developments be stopped with (national) legislation?
• Is the current assessment framework in Dutch labour law (legal
qualification of the employment agreement and employer) still
suitable?
• Is it acceptable that an increasing number of people doing (lowpaid) commodity work no longer fall under the scope of
employment law protection?
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